






I received on June 15th the 
following telegram ...

We are happy to 
inform you that we 
have definitely 
detected neutrinos ..

I make this announcement I make this announcement I make this announcement I make this announcement 
because otherwise everybody because otherwise everybody because otherwise everybody because otherwise everybody 
would ask me separately.would ask me separately.would ask me separately.would ask me separately.

Pauli’s announcement, 21 June



Back to the 
conference
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Phase contrast method

’t Hooft’s grand uncle,  ’t Hooft’s grand uncle,  ’t Hooft’s grand uncle,  ’t Hooft’s grand uncle,  
Fritz Zernike, NP 1953Fritz Zernike, NP 1953Fritz Zernike, NP 1953Fritz Zernike, NP 1953
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Question of Parity Conservation 
in Weak Interactions

T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang

Parity has not been tested in 
weak interactions
Suggest experiments to do so

(One might even say that the 
present theta-tau puzzle may be 
taken as an indication that 
parity conservation is violated 
in weak interactions.



Lee and Yang

GREATGREATGREATGREAT
ScientistsScientistsScientistsScientists

careful



This argument is,
however, not to be taken
seriously because of the
paucity of our present
knowlegde concerning
the nature of strange
particles. It supplies
rather an incentive for
an examination of the
question of parity
conservation.)



Already on 9 July PR receives 
a new paper

Suggest that strange particles 
with odd strangeness come in

Parity Doublets

Pauli was willing to 
bet against PV

Källén supported him



A number of  other
suggestions

theta – tau – oscillation

twin neutrinos

neutral pion is strange

Close our minds



one 

year    
later

(1957)





Pauli 
Rehovoth Conference



“A woman gives a talk at 
the International Congress 
in Rehovoth”



”There’s the 
woman, again!



not just any
woman

but the GREAT
LADY 

Mme Wu
She appreciated 
Herwig’s work





Co-60
Na-22,  Na-24
Zr-95
Sb-124
Sr&Y-90
- - -









EarlierEarlier

in in 

19571957



H. Schopper
Cavendish Laboratory

Philosophical Magazine
Received 14 March
Published 17 May, 1957

� Circular polarization of  
gamma-rays: Further proof  for 
parity failure in beta decay.�

Thanks O. R. Frisch
+Bloom.. lending him the 
coincidence circuit, ..

Outstanding qualities



C. N. Yang and T. D. Lee 



striking features

--Maximal parity violation

--Neutrino always involved?

--”Blame it on neutrino”

The two The two The two The two ---- componentcomponentcomponentcomponent
neutrino  theoryneutrino  theoryneutrino  theoryneutrino  theory





Lev Landau

1908 - 1968





Rapporteurs are asked to 
provide a reading list

Maurice Goldhaber Maurice Goldhaber Maurice Goldhaber Maurice Goldhaber has on 
his list (Lee &Yang, Pauli, 
..)

Schopper,Schopper,Schopper,Schopper, H. 
Fortsch. Phys., 5, p. 581, Fortsch. Phys., 5, p. 581, Fortsch. Phys., 5, p. 581, Fortsch. Phys., 5, p. 581, 
1957195719571957
After Goldhaber’s talk



Schopper: I would just 
like to mention that we 
measured the circular 
polarization of internal 
bremsstralung in the K 
capture of A-37 and find  
100% polarization of the 
whole spectrum. That 
means that even in K 
capture parity breaks 
down completely within 
the experimental error of 
5%. 



Keeps  on  working on PV for 
several years

Circular polarization of

{{{{external bremsstrahl.
{{{{ internal bremsstral.
{{{{ electron-emitters
{{{{ positron-emitters

In the very first volume of
PRL, as well as 2 articles in 
Vol. 4 (1960) , ..(1966) 



want to know more?
read his book

” Weak interactions and ” Weak interactions and ” Weak interactions and ” Weak interactions and 
nuclear betanuclear betanuclear betanuclear beta----decay ”decay ”decay ”decay ”
North-Holland (1966)

LLLL not in the library

☺☺☺☺ Amazon 238.09 CHF



WHY  PV ???

Lee and Yang 1957

massless photonphotonphotonphoton
breakes isospin

massless neutrinoneutrinoneutrinoneutrino
breaks parity
(may not be accidental)



Pauli  to  Mme Wu  1957

What prevented me until 
now from accepting PV is 
why this restriction appears 
only in ”weak” interactions, 
not in the ”strong” ones.

interpretationinterpretationinterpretationinterpretation
Do you know somebody in 
the States, who has real idea 
about that? 



has  become
a matter of

WHY
NOT

put it in,  don’t explain

”Closed our minds”



other outstanding
qualities

⇪⇪⇪⇪ care about theory
⇪⇪⇪⇪ care about people,

young people

See Panel disc. 2003



Thank  you


